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News  For  Immediate  Release 
 

Washington State Passes I-1000! 
 
 
   
 
November 5, 2008 
Olympia, WA 
  
Although the supporters of Initiative I-1000 are delighted that Washington becomes the 
second state to pass a “Death with Dignity Act”, there is much more to be done. 
 
Ted Goodwin, President of Final Exit Network, said, “We congratulate all those who 
worked so hard to achieve this important right for Washington’s citizens, and we 
applaud the citizens of Washington State for making the right choice.  “Final Exit 
Network and its members supported passage of this landmark initiative by donating to 
the advocacy effort spearheaded by Washington Death with Dignity and former 
Governor Booth Gardner. However, the job is not finished”. 
 
Although, like Oregon’s “Death with Dignity Act,” I-1000 gives doctors the authority to 
prescribe a lethal dose of medications to terminally ill individuals under strict controls, it 
condemns to continued suffering as many as 40% of those who desperately want to 
end their life because of intolerable suffering but cannot under the law because their 
illness is not diagnosed as “terminal”. 
 
“Unfortunately,” said Goodwin, “many patients do not meet I-1000’s strict criteria.  
Individuals with neurological illnesses such as Parkinson's disease, Multiple Sclerosis, 
Muscular Dystrophy, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's disease) and 
Alzheimer's disease often lose the reason and will to live long before their disease 
qualifies as ‘terminal’.”  Goodwin adds, “For these individuals, neither I-1000 nor the 
Oregon law go far enough.  “That is why Final Exit Network pledges, until laws 
protect the right of every adult to a peaceful, dignified death, Final Exit Network will be 
there to support those who need relief from their suffering today!” 



 
“The Network’s Exit Guide Program is available nationwide,” Goodwin said.  “With the 
Network’s compassionate guidance and support, physically and mentally competent 
adults in all fifty states are free to exercise their last human right — the right to a 
peaceful, dignified death.  “Final Exit Network is the only organization in the United 
States that will support individuals who are not "terminally ill" - 6 months or less to live - 
to hasten their deaths. No other organization in the US makes this commitment,” said 
Goodwin.  
 
Final Exit Network is a four-year-old volunteer-run nonprofit that is committed to serve 
many whom other organizations may turn away! More information is available from 
their Web site www.finalexitnetwork.org, or by calling 800-524-EXIT (3948). 
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